Brooklyn Public Library
Volunteer Opportunity
Grab-and-Go Kit Assembly & Distribution

Spread joy and foster creativity by volunteering to assemble and distribute the Library’s Grab-and-Go Kits at local branches throughout Brooklyn with your organization.

Volunteers will assemble, sort, and distribute engaging DIY activity kits designed for our youngest patrons. Each kit is filled with the materials needed for a fun, educational project and includes a carefully chosen book for the child’s at-home library.

Volunteer projects vary in duration, spanning from one to four hours.

For more information, contact Kayla Vialva at kvialva@bklynlibrary.org

Grab-and-Go Kit Assembly & Distribution Volunteer Opportunity budgets vary depending on the number of volunteers and cost of materials.
Kit Samples

Architecture Building Kit

In the “Architecture Building Kit,” children will unleash their inner engineer. Each kit is stocked with all the essentials for building and designing their very own dream home. Collaborating with caregivers, our youngest patrons will not only construct their ideal home but also nurture cognitive and critical thinking skills, laying the groundwork for boundless imaginative exploration.

Environmental Planting Kit

The comprehensive “Environmental Planting Kit” includes native seeds or saplings, organic soil, and bio-degradable plant containers. The kit is designed for ease of use, ensuring that even our smallest patrons can actively contribute to a greener planet. Detailed planting instructions and eco-friendly gardening tips are provided to guide recipients through the process.

Windmill STEM Activity Kit

In the “Windmill STEM Activity Kit,” children will find all the materials needed to construct and design their very own windmills. This hands-on activity transforms the kit into an educational tool, promoting the development of creativity and critical thinking.

For more information, contact Kayla Vialva at kvialva@bklynlibrary.org